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本系统基于 B/S 架构，采用 J2EE 技术和 SQL Server 数据库的应用开发技术；























Customer relationship management is an important part of the daily work of a 
commercial bank. It plays a more and more important role in the process of deepening 
the reform of the unit. Customer relationship management is transparent, fine has 
become the most important work in a commercial bank customer management 
department of a commercial bank, with the expansion of the number of customers 
increased year by year, the customer management work more and more pressure. The 
current customer relationship management system of a commercial bank has the use 
of customer relationship management has been unable to implement differentiated and 
personalized management, is still in a simple file management and statistical level, 
unable to carry out processing of digital and network customer management. 
According to the actual work of a commercial bank customer management 
department, through the collation of a commercial bank customer relationship 
management system overall business needs, and then use the flow chart analysis of a 
commercial bank customer relationship management system core business process, 
analysis of the main module and then analyzes the functional requirements of the 
system and the system using UML tools the function of the case; the system is divided 
into customer management business involving customer information, customer 
service, risk management, basic configuration, staff management, system 
management module; then discuss some Taiwan before and after the commercial bank 
customer relationship management system design, implementation and testing of the 
core module of Taiwan before and after work, the related technology analysis with 
this system. 
The system is based on B/S architecture, the application development 
technology of J2EE technology and SQL Server database; system function program 
development using MVC framework and SSH technology; verification of each 















results show that a commercial bank customer relationship management system meets 
the requirements of on-line operation, and can meet the needs of a future commercial 
bank personnel business work. 
The study of a commercial bank customer relationship management system in 
this paper, can promote the customer service management and service of a 
commercial bank to enter a new stage, can provide more high-quality, user-friendly 
services for the bank customer service staff, and establish perfect, intelligent customer 
supervision system, save operating costs, improve the core competitiveness of bank. 
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这些技术水平还是停留在十年前，数据库使用的是 SQL Server 2000，无法承载
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